
Dame Alice Owens Network Event - 13th November 2017 

Dame Alice Owen’s School in Stevenage warmly welcomed      
members of HertsCam to the second Network Event of the 2017-18 
school year.  We were delighted to see colleagues from the TLDW 
and the MEd programmes.  The inclusive nature of HertsCam was 
clearly represented in the wide range of school experience and     
settings from Early Years practitioners to those working at Post 16 

The second session provided an insight into a range of              
development projects, provoking discussion and the sharing of  
ideas for colleagues leading the workshops.  Project foci included; 
Developing strategies students to engage with debate and         
discussion, Tracking of G&T students, Promoting Citizenship 
across the curriculum, Developing independent learners, Helping 
student literacy, Empowering students to be responsible for their 
own learning space.  

    

Great feedback on posters 

Swapped emails and great ideas 

Loved: That the balance of early years, primary and secondary was more even 

www.hertscam.org.uk 

Thank you to Helen Wootton for hosting, to Jasleen Dhillon for supporting the organisation of the event 
and to everyone who contributed through the wonderful posters and workshops.  All feedback will be 
discussed at the next HertsCam Managing Group Meeting.                                                                                                                                                 
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The programme was accompanied by an exceptionally talented string quartet of DAO Sixth Former   
students who played a wonderful array of music.  Our host Helen Wootton, Assistant Headteacher and 
MEd graduate, welcomed us all to the event.  Headteacher and former TLDW participant Hannah   
Nemko provided a passionate opening address and Matt Pickering informed us about the success of his 
BYOD (bring your own device) project in the school. 

There was a vibrant atmosphere during the Poster Gallery Walk session, with many high quality post-it 
note contributions; sharing, shaping and building knowledge. 

Posters are for ‘idea harvesting’  

Project can have larger impact than just my school 

   Light Bulb Moments from the Network Event 


